The critical exponent of the relaxation time of the order parameter is evaluated We start with the following generalized Time-Dependen t Ginzburg-Landa u model: (1) .9CfkBT= J {IJ7 11 1 2 s(.x) l 2 +rols(.x) I 2 +U [s] +h·s (.x)}d.x, (2) where the first term in (2) denotes k 11 js(k) 1 2 in the momentum representation, sa (.x, t) is the a-component of the orderparameter at position .x and time t, a varies from ·I to n, and 1Ja is a Gaussian Markoffi.an random force with the correlation function
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The parameter 0' is the effective potentialrange2>,a>,4> defined by a=s for O<s<2 and 0'=2 for s>2, when the interaction strength takes the inverse power law form
is some functional of s (.x, t) and· h denotes a time-dependent reduced magnetic field
H(.x, t) I (kBT).
Now we are interested in the critical slowing down of the order parameter, which is characterized by the relaxation time defined5> by
..... o
Here, x (a>) denotes the dynamical susceptibility, which is written formally as
.X(a>) being the self-energy part which comes from the nonlinear term U[s] in (2). The static part .X (0) can be renormalizede> in the temperature parameter r as follows:
The critical point corresponds to r=O; (8) With the use of the method developed in previous papers, 2 > we can extract the following logarithmic term:
Xc(a) (-lnr)+(regular)+O(e 8 ), (9) where Ka=z-<tt-l>n-tt1 2 
and e denotes a unit vector in 2a dimensions. In particular, for the case a=2, we obtain c(2)=(4n)-2ln(4/3). Clearly we have I 1 (r) =0. Therefore, the matching condition 2 >,s>, 7 > on the logarithmic term yields the results
where we have used the expression 8 >, 4 
to order e 2 , by investigating systematically the singularities of coefficients in the expansion of x(w) with respect to (iw't" 0) . The authors would like to thank Dr. Hohenberg and Dr. Ma for sending their paper to the authors prior to publication.
